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COMIC BOOKS REVISITED: Several days ago I was re-reading the last in- . 
stallment of Jim Harmon’s now.-defunct column, 

"Harmony", which appeared in Peon. and memories of the comic-book 
heroes (and heroines) I venerated as a young child flooded back into 
my mind. Although quite a bit of my remembrances are dated toward the 
end of the period Harmon chronicled, I would still like to add my ad
mittedly belated nostalgia to the subject. .

Some of the characters Jim - 
outlined I remember and some I do not--for this latter I am extremely 
sorry, which is no doubt due to his lucid descriptions of their deeds. 
And some characters I remember that Harmon didn’t mention. Such a char
acter is The Flame. Quite ordinarily disguised is his plain, everyday 
identity, Flame (and his companion, a teenage boy) had the ability to 
cover his body with flames, to literally become made of fire. In this 
capacity, he was able to hurl "fire-balls" from his finger-tips and 
fly by some means either forgotten or never explained. Another man-and-p ; 
boy team I remember was Captain-America and his ward, whose name has 1\ '
been forgotten. I recall that he wore a costume (replete with mask) of 
red, white and blue, with an axe and a shield to match, and though I 
don’t recall that he had any' special powers such as super-strength or 
super-speed or the ability to fly, he was, much like Batman, a man of 
many talents.

Another fabulous team was Doll Man and Doll Girl, who 
masqueraded in everyday life as a regulation-size doctor and his pret
ty, young assistant. When danger called, however, they were able to 
transform themselves into small .replicas of human beings about six 
inches high and wearing masks. While they remained this size they had 
the power of flight, super-strength, and doubtless a few extra senses 
thrown in for good measure.

. A little later came Tom Corbett and His
Space Cadets, given a comic book after their radio success (and prob
ably in anticipation of their forthcoming television success)} Flash 
Gordon and hi& girl-fridayj and, not to be forgotten, Green Arrow and 
his ward, who were at least original in that their only power was an 
unusually good skill with bow and arrow. I remember, from this comic, 
the siren arrow, the ropearrow, and the boomerang arrow? the radio ar
row, the boxing glove arrow, and the teargas arrow? and a large number 
of other unusual arrows. I seem to recall, too, that a girl joined the 
team for. a few episodes, but she quickly faded away. /

* ''■ Nearly everyone J



agrees that Superman (the criminal, not the current one) was a pretty 
fabulous character, but another character I remember vividly for his 
exploits was Captain Marvel. Originally, Captain Marvel- was master of 
his own comic book, but it wasn’t long before he was sharing spacewlth 
Captain Marvel Jr. and Mbry Marvel, and they alternated between per
forming everyday Superman feats such as catching bahk robbers and 
fighting two super-criminals--Dr. Sivana and a cave-man called (I be
lieve) kull., . t, ■

Kull I remember most of all. He was about two feet taller 
than Marvel and somewhat broader, and his only apparel was a pair of 
shorts and a pseudo-Nordic helmet with horns. He lived in the depths cf 
caverns which sported such modern conveniences as television, radio, 
short wave, and a large variety of weapons. Kull was dedicated to des- .
troying the human race and raising another horde of his own people (of 
which he was the sole survivor), though how he proposed to accomplish 
this feat I do not know. Kull, like many a good villian, was always .
beaten but never destroyed.

Dr. Sivana, on the other hand, was dedica
ted to owning the human race rather than destroying it, and on a nunbar 
of occasions he nearly succeeded. As I recall, Marvel Jr. tangled with 
Sivana more than the others. •

' . Finally, a Marvel Family comic book was
created .and .together the three super-beings managed to accomplish 
even more unlikely feats* Captain Marvel, in his everyday identity as 
Billy Batson, boy newscaster, was able to come by an incredible a- 
moufit of, trouble, for one so young; Marvel Jr. (no relation to Warner 
Jr.) masqueraded as a cripple newspaper boy; Mary Marvel's everyday 
identity escapes me. ■

I haven’t bought a comic book in six years; I’m 
almost afraid to look and see what has happened to my boyhood idols. 

DEPA^ZMEWt OF ESOTERIC INSIGNIFICANCE* Last night, for the first time
" in my memory, I dreamed about ■

fans. This dream is one of the most vivid I have ever had, and althoi^h 
I typed an outline of my dream upon awakening this morning, I doubt 
very much if I’ll need to refer to it.

, I was walking down a vaguely
familar street (which I later recognized as the street I’d lived on 
five years ago) and hundreds of people milled about going this way and 
that. I walked for what seemed like several minutes without actually 
moving before two men walked up to me, immediately recognizable as 
Steve Schultheis and John W. Campbell Jr. I say they were "recogniza- 
ble"-—!by ;that I mean that I knew who they were; their faces meant no- .
thing to me. Steve guided me into "his” house which was actually the 
house of a oirl in that neighborhhod. Inside, about a dozen people 
were being addressed by Virginia Schultheis. I don’t remember what was , 
said, but shortly Steve, Virginia and I left the house and we sudden
ly found ourselves in an open stadium crowded with people.

Odd-shaped 
aircraft were flying overhead and small bombs were falling thickly. 
The planes were Martian and the bombs were incredibly destructive, al
though they were as thin as a pencil and only two or three inches long. 
When the bombs finally stopped falling and the planes were gone,-*! 
discovered myself alone in the huge stadium. There were no bodies, but 
everyone had disappeared as if they had never existed.

By instinct, I • 
made my way to the house where I had been previously with Schultheis, 
but now it was a bomb-damaged library rather than a dwelling. I en- ’ 
tered to find John Hitchcock industriously replacing books that were 



knocked loose by the concusion.
. ’ "Where is Steve?" I asked.

. • Hitchcock
glanced up at me, slowly replaced a pile of books on the floor, and 
took off down the aisles separating the shelves, rather like the white 
rabbit in Alice. I persued him, but was lost in the maze,

' . The next
thing I remember is riding in an automobile with several fanso Terry 
Carr was driving with one arm and hugging a redhead (obviously not 
Mifci) with his otherj Jim Caughran, Ted White and I were sitting in 
the back. We drove along a seemingly endless stretch of stright, as
phalt road through a red dessert. Ted White was sweating, and I re
call the' sweat dripping from his bright green beard.As I watched this 
spectacle in wonderment, a figure appeared on the side of the road. 
"That’s Redd Boggs!" shouted Caughran. "Let’s give him a lift."
-' " Carr

nodded in agreement, but at the last minute decided to run Boggs down. 
No one save myself seemed to notice. (Sorry, Redd, but you vas kilt.)

Until now most of the details of appearance, etc. had been obscured. I 
Just knew who these people were, without giving a second though to how 
they looked. (Ted White, as I have already mentioned, had a bright 
green beard. I could see only black and white, but I knew, somehow, 
that it was bright green.) Now details began to form, In the split 
second before the impact, I saw Boggs, perfectly. Evidently inspired by 
Jim Harmon’s column in Jd-Aroassy, he wore a graduation cap and a pair 
of decorative glasses. His face was rather square, his lips very thin, 
and his eyes smiled and crinkled lines appeared around them. Strands 
of curly, blond hair were visible under the cap.' His skin was light, 
but flawless, and he wore a large gold ring on the index finger of his 
left hand. His belt was buck-led as a. left-handed man- might buckle it, 
but the lorig, curved pipe was in the left side of his mouth, the mark 
of a right-handed man. He wore a pair of newly pressed blue pants, and 
a conservatively patterned shirt open at the neck. .

; All this I .notio-ed
before we hit him. When.the car smashed against.Boggs, my dream ended, 
almost as if I had been hit instead of him.

EVERY DAY there appears a word gamein the local paper which purports 
to be anagrams. All of the words are easy and some are in- .

suiting to the average intelligence.' So one day-lI> decided to create 
some anagrams suitable to the fan intelligence. Here, then, are my 
final choices from a larger selection. Some are reasonably easy, and 
some downright difficult. < ' -. . r '

• 1. DICE ♦ RAIN + ANY - A = » / ’ *'
2. MISTY + LOIN + U = .
3. TON + SPORT + A + TRAIN = ■ '

■ 4. EVER + ABLE + N = .
5. GLOOM + SIN + E = '
6.. SCAN. + ■ MAT + IF + I =
7. SMOTE + CAMERA - A + I = .
8. EXTRA + MORBID + US - R = ' ' ..

Fans are invited to send in answers, although no prizes will be given. 
Fans are also invited to send in their own anagrams to get even with 
this evil editor. " ’ •

--Ted Pauls



LAST ISSUE in this column I ran a piece on book-banning in Miami high 
. ' schools from Newsweek Magazine. A few days ago while looking

through some newer issues I came across some comments on the incident 
in> f‘the> letter department of that magazine. A few samples might be of

■•.'■inhere sts> ' •

1 -J.’ "The banning of two books they haven't read by Miami school of
; f'icials is the ultimate in frantic, irresponsible action,Educa

t'd' tors are supposed to train their charges to be objective, cer
tainly not to judge a book by one passage taken out of context'.

' "Dad'e County school superintendent Joe Hall, one of those who 
’ banned the-books, has a Ph.D, In what? I suppose it is educa

; ’.b1 tion.'"

On the other hand, at least one person mirrored the incompetence of the 
banners: .

"When our son brought home 'Prave New World’ as required read**

■ ing, his father and I were shocked. Vie' attempted to exrlain the 
*’ difference between good literature and well-written trash. To 

our son, however, it was only a repeat lecture because we had 
gone through the same ritual (•(!•)) when we found that 'Tobacco 
Road’ was on the list of recommended reading in his freshman 
high school. He was then 13.”

So now add another book to the list of Those Which Are Scorned By Par
ents. Unfortunately, I have not read "Tobacco Road"--will some,one who 
has please comment on its immoral aspects, if any?

BOOK BANNING, SECTION TWO: An article in the April 1960 issue of Red- 
book Magazine purports to be "A disturbing 

report on why more and more librarians are taking books out of circu
lation." Actually, very little is. said about why, but several inter
esting examples are given.

In Alabama, the director of the state’s li
braries was verbally assaulted by members of the state legislate. The 
reason? A childrens' book called "Rabbits’ Wedding" appeared on the 
shelves of libraries in that state. It concerned a small black rabbit 
and a small white rabbit who play together and finally marry. This was 
viewed as a dangerous weapon of the integration!sts, in case you hadn’t 
guessed...

A librarian in sunny California (where the oranges grow 
large and the idiots larger) was labled "pro-USSR" for defending a 
book on the history of Russia. "If we're going to fight Communism suc
cessfully," she stated, "we have to understand it."According to reli
able sources, 40% of California's librarians have yielded to demands 
for censorship. Some actually burned books. Some of the banned books 
were John Steinbeck's "Grapes of Wrath," the Kinsey reports, James 
Joyce's "Ulysses," "Gone With the Wind," "The Naked and the Dead," and



all publications of the United N tions Educations 1, Scientific and 
Cultural Organization! & .

ON FRIDAY, AUGUST 26, a woman fell into an open storm drain while tak
ing a short-cut across a golf course here in 

Baltimore. Since the golf course is only three blocks from 1448 Meri- 
dene Drive, I arrived shortly after the fire apparatus which had been 
requested by the police department. Getting the woman free of the 
drain necessitated cutting away part of the terra-cotta pipe, which 
took just over two hours. During this time, a large crowd composed 
primarily of teenagers gathered on the unlighted stretch of road to 
watch the operation. ...

The crux of the matter is this: while fire-fight
ers worked to free the woman--hardly more than a girl, actually--many 
of the teenagers joked and laughed about the incident and shouted at 
the hard-working police and fire-fighters. It was like a sideshow with 
the freaks on the outside looking in. I felt like raising my head and 
shouting as loudly as possible "Why don’t you sons of bitches drop 
dead!" '

The story is not a new one. Nearly every fire I've been to is 
surrounded by large groups of p.eople--not only teenagers, either--who 
heckle the police and fire-fighters, block the streets, and generally 
create an annoyance.

DOWN WITH TELEVISION! An article in the August 15th issue of Newsweek 
on the true nature of western heroes is some

thing that, in my opinion, has been needed for quite a while. The wri
ter, Peter Lyon, knocks down the television heroes like ten-pins?

"Billy the Kid? An adenoidal moron, both constitutionally and 
emotionally inadequate to a high degree. A slight, short, buck-toothed, 
narrow-shouldered youth whose slouchs adds to his unwholesome appear
ance. '

"Wild Bill Hickok? A liar, a frequenter of bawdy houses, a pro
fessional gambler, and a killer. Most hours of most nights he had bus
iness in Abilene’s red-light district. What more fitting, for such a 
man, as to enshrine him on television during the children's hour?

"Bat Masterson? Sly, cunning, and cautious, a student of the 
technique of early confidence games. In truth, a poor shot.

"Wyatt Earp: A professional gambler up to some dishonest trick 
every time he played. Earp was never marshal of Dodge. He served two 
terms as assistant marshal, was himself arrested for brawling with a 
dance-hall girl. He and Bat spent so many nights in Dodge's.brothels . 
that they were nicknamed 'The Fighting Pimps*."

I think I can add even more to this. Johnny Ringo was born John Rin- 
gold, kin to the James’ and Youngers by marriage. He was a killer who 
never became the sheriff of any town and spent the last half of his 
life serving a prison term for one of the many murders he committed 
The Sundance Kid was a mentally defective killer, a sadist who took 
pleasure in beating other men with his gun barrel. He came to a sud
den end in a saloon fight.

Bounty hunters, of course, were the lowest 
form of western life, and they held a high place in the league of bums 
of the old west.

"I HAVE NEVER HEARD OF ANYTHING SO OBSCENELY CRUEL," says Mary Lewis
ton in Newsweek, 

"as the two-headed dog experiment performed in Russia. Nothing would 



please me more than to see that Russian scientist’s head and forearms 
severed from his body, and ’sewed into* the neck of his assistant. 
Good Lord! If this comment is as sinscere as it seems to.be, then it 
is the work of a mental defective. Possibly, though, it is merely the 
work of a typical suburban housewife, bored with her everyday exist

, ence and frantically searching for a Cause to support. I certainly 
hope it is the latter...

• EDUCATION DEPARTMENTS Actually, this should have appeared under the 
censorship heading--not books, this time, but

thoughts--but I didn’t discover this clipping from Time until that de 
partment was already stenciled:

’’When the University of Illinois’ Dail.y Illini. last month 
deplored excessive necking at campus parties,Biology Dro- 
fessor Leo F. Koch, 44, sent the newspaper a forthright, 
academically free reply: ’With modern contraceptives and 
medical advice readily available at the nearest.drugstore, 
or at least a family physician, there is no valid reason .. 
why sexual intercourse should not be condoned among those 
sufficiently mature to engage in it without social conse- . 
quences and without violating their own codes of morality 
and ethics. A mutually satisfactory sexual experience.would 
eliminate the need for many hours of frustrating petting 
and lead to happier and longer lasting marriages among 
our young men and women.’"

agree- -Koch was fired shortly af-Needless to say, most people did not . ..
ter writing the letter. The President of the University, David Dodd 
Henry, was quoted as saying: "The views expressed are offensive and 

contrary to commonly accepted standards of morality, and 
’ interpreted as encouragement of moral berepugnant, 

their public espousal may be 
Comments, anyone?havior. ’’

standards of morality, and

--Ted Pauls

+ + "One 
+ + to. 
society

of the fundamentals in learning to speak is knowing when not 
most thoroughly ignored rule in civilized 

exhorted, commanded toThis is probably the
today. We are constantly being urged, .

become facile speakers. We ere tempted by correspondence
Ing classes, articles that promise we can all become devastatingly X* 
teresting conversationalists. Our age, indeed has seen the Flower of

Babel.
"And, pray tell what good is all the conversation if nobody 

course on how not to speak--a brief re-listens? What we need is a course on how not to speaK--a Drier 
fresher on how to listen to what somebody el.se is saying. Its gradu 

would be in tremendous demand." —Sylvia Bremer .ates

»

"Bill Conner seems to think ’integration’ 
with a colored- person," --Ken Hedberg

means getting into bed

+

!
"Earnest p.eqple ;— . .
ous side of things that have no serious side.

are often people who habitually look on the seri-
If --Van Wyck Brooks

"Nothing is so fatiguing as the eternal hanging on of an uncom-
pleted task,” --William James



ADDITIONS TO A TAP'S LIBRARY

SHELF
This issue there is a preponderance of crud, which is to say a prepon
derance of free books from the motel* (See "The Top Shelf, Kipple #4.) 
It isn’t that my funds or short, or rather shorter than usual; it s 
simply a problem of having exausted all of the local book stalls and 
not having had time to hunt around for more. Still, I would rather 
read hack material then read nothing at all, and at least the blurbs 
are entertaining...

ANYTHING GOES: This is a perfect example of a piece of hack fiction 
with an entertaining blurb. Quote: "The immoral story of a love-starved 
temptress and her insatiable desires!" Not so, says ?• As a matter of 
fact, it is the "hero" who is love-starved, and it satisfying his "in
satiable desires" he manages to become one of the most promiscuous 
characters in fiction. In 182 pages of large, spread-out type which - 
chronicles five days, he manages to make out with four women (ranging 
from a beautiful model to the wife of his best friend) nine times. .

A REAL COOL CAT: Outwardly, this is much the same as the aforemention
ed volume, but under its thin outer coating of crud there some truly 
excellent writing. The theme is not new—a New York advertising man 
finds himself suddenly desiring to lead a different sort of life, to 
non-conform--but the treatment shows a rather amazing amount of talent. 
Author Jerry Weil should really apply his considerable talent to some 
form of literature more deserving of it.

THE COOL WORLD: This, on the other hand, is crud, through and through. 
It is aimed ht ah audience of the lowest common denominator, it is 
full of the type of fodder the average man likes to read; it is even 
written in the argot of the Harlem streets and is perhaps the least 
literate book of its kind ever written. Unlike Salinger’s classic, 
"Catcher in the Rye," the gutter language is used merely for shock 
value--and for all I know, it may be the best the writer can do,. The 
San Francisco Chronicle calls it "a modern classic"; I call it pure 
crud, with no saving features whatever.

CROOKED HOUSE: This murder mystery by Agatha Christie is vaguely remen
iscent of Bloch’s Psycho at the end, if only because the least likely 
thing occurs. From beginning to end this novel is masterfully put to- 
gether--even in the cast of characters in the beginning of the book, 
the suspicion is driven away from the actual murderess, (\es, it is in
deed a female--but that clue won’t be of any help at all if you intend 
to read this book.) This is perhaps the best mystery I’ve ever read, 
and in a way I’m sorry I classed it (§bove) as a "murder mystery’’--it 
is certainly superior to the tinkertoy thinking of Perry Mason or the 
unerring accuracy of Ellery Queen; I think I would have to place it a 
notch above even Psycho.



GENERATION OF VIPERS: I must admit that when I read .this book I still 
had Philip Wylie’s "Opus 21" firmly engraved on my mind. As a result, 
I did not think too much of this, although it is still a good book. 
Wylie, I think, does much better with fiction than with facts he can 
get his points across, of course, but he can entertain as well. This 
present volume is hardly boring, but it must at least be said to be 
rather tiring.

NINE STORIES: Nine stories by J. D. Salinger ranging from fair to ex
cellent with one classic ("The Laughing Man") and one that very nearly 
approaches being a classic ("Teddy”). Only one of the stories in this 
volume falls below being slightly fabulous, and it only because it is 
somewhat too mundane. I refer to "De Daumier-Smith’s Blue Period". In 
fact, I wouldn’t have even recognized this as Salinger’s writing if it 
had not appeared in this volume. Since this book will probably be re
viewed at length next issue, I'll say no more about it.

THE ORGANIZATION MAD: The newest (and, I believe, the largest) of the 
Mad anthologies contains what I personally believe to be some of the 
best material from the magazine (though nothing from the magazine is 
as good as the comic book material). I had often wondered why material 
like the "AsP’’advertisement (Belly-button lint: 68$ per ounce), "Base
balT’s Hall of Shame" ("Omar ’No-Hit’ Stagmire: Started 265 Major 
League Gam'es; Never Pitched A Strike") or the Real Estate Ad ("...a 
sparkling interpretation of luxurious suburban living in strong red 
brick, sturdy brown fieldstone, and soft green wood... .with an unob
structed view of the gasworks...") had never been,anthologized. If you 
are a conformist who doesn't want to conform, a statue-seeker who is < 
sick -of his status, or an organization man disgusted with his organi
zation, this is for YOU,

- " ' --Ted Pauls

LIKE, DIG. .. THIS:.
The number in the circle to the 
immediate right of this paragraph 
is the number of the last / ’ \ 
issue you will receive; if y 
that number is "5" you will 
not receive issue number 6.

In the 
event that you are a notorious 
colophon-scanner, I will repeat 
that if you wish to continue re
ceiving Kipple you must either 
write a letter of reasonable intel
ligence, send me your fanzine in 
trade, or (as a last resort) pay 
10$ per issue of 25$ for three.

--Ted Pauls

+ + "Everybody’s talking about th? 
+ + world situation, but nobody’s 
doing anything about it. The Rus
sians are busy trying to pu.-V a man 
into orbit while they .s'houId be 
worrying about keeping. Man with a 
capital M above the ground; the 
Americans are busy trying to put 
a man in the white house while 
they should be worrying about put
ting a man into orbit. The only 
solution I see is to elect a Rus
sian to the presidency and put an 
American cockroach into orbit." -
Walker Ostend II.

+ + "Middle age is when your nar- 
+ + row waist and broad mind be
gin to change places." --Ben Klitz- 
ner.



a 5OHG OF 5IXPE0C (LETTERS)

GEORGE SPENCER I don’t agree that the problem posed by Dick Ber-
8302 D0NNYRR00K LANE geron could never arise. We have too many, safe
CHEVY CHASE 15, MD. guards built into our nuclear retaliatory system 

. for a.n attack upon the Soviet Union to be automa
tic, given the approach of enemy missiles. The early warning system is 
not in itself an apparatus which replaces the high-echelon decision
making. It’s simply what the name implies--an early warning system.

. PEOPLE, and a very few of them at that, must make the decision in ’’fear 
and trembling," and we have no way of knowing beforehand that they 
would choose to retaliate. It is always possible that they might choose 

* to absorb the losses and carry on with that portion o-f the population . 
which would be certain to survive even an all-out nuclear attack. Yes, 
I .agree that it’s wildly improbable, but the fact is that we can't be 
certain what the decision would, be.

The whole ridiculous Huxley-cen- 
soring episode is just one more indication of the danger to our educa
tional system of poorly educated educators. We -seem to have come to 
the pass where our teachers have the function, not of inspiring and 
liberating the students’ intellectual curiosity, but of policing and 
regulating the students’ interests and endeavors. I can't help but 
feel that this one-sided approach to education is one of the factors 
contributing to our ignorance of our own supposed;national goals and 
ideals. We ban non-conformists from our educational systems, with the 
consequence that students are fed dehydrated ideals, the pap of com
placency. Not being faced.with the rough-and-tumble intellectual con
flict with representatives of hostile ideologies and outlooks,.we are 
unable to grapple with them when we rfieet them face to face in later 
life. When our soldiers are captured by the Reds,, a horrifying number 
of them cooperate with or join the communists. Sometimes it is for 
various personal reasons, but I can't help but feel that in almost all 
cases it is the result of the mental confusion which, is generated in 
the encounter with tens of thousands of people who actually believe in 
that hostile ideology which you have been told again and again is Evil, 
Evil. Chances are that the Reds have many reasons for believing what 
they do, and will certainly present the captured G.I. with lengthy ar
guments for their system. The soldier's reasons for. believing as he 
did, br,thought he.did, don’t seem so convincing, somehow, as they

• were when he was back in the pap-feeding classroom and could lean on 
the flag and the Bible and the unfinished picture of Washington for 
moral support. The danger is not that we're getting physically fat, 

• but mentally fat, which is far worse.
Bill Donahos I agree that it is 

wrong to call these teen-clubs "religious" sects, even in the wildest 
of analogies/ (I also dislike your term "sex club," which I regard as 
an unwarranted exaggeration.), but I don't think Ted is exaggerating 
teen conformism in musical tastes. To say that they haven’t "heard bet
ter music, -so they don't think it's bad," is to rationalize overmuch. 
There's more to it than that. I know of a number of cases in which 
teenagers resist with open hostility their elders' attempts to intro
duce them to "better" music, and I don’t.think their cases are atypi
cal. There seems to be a certain "teen psychology," according to which 
the teener, being persecuted by the elder generation ,v.must stand up 
for "our" music and "our" singers and "our", records. If the music seems, 
tasteless and. sickly-sweet with sentiment and just plain awful, all 



the better, because it helps to undermine the adult world of harmony 
and order and certainty and comfortable platitudes. Elvis is "our” he
ro and "we" love him. Yecccch.

Frankly, Ted, I find your attitude to
ward the hoods, as revealed in your answer to Vic Ryan’s letter, more 
shocking thdh the episode itself. Your desire to ^kill the bastards 
for the sake of humanity^ is no less reprehensible than the hoods’ de
sire to’beat the hell out of those picnic bastards. It's one thing to 
kill*ih feelf defense,.quite another to kill as a preventative measure. 
I'm againsit. (4For quite some time I’ve been staring at this para
graph, trying to determine the best method to deal with it. This has 
been to- no avail, so I suppose I shall simply blunder ahead- in my .own 
unique, open-mouths-collect-feet’ way. ## I agree of course that my 
statement is a rather brutal one, but I am willing to stand by every
thing I said.' In your ^defense, you are making the mistake of thinking 
of these hoods in term? equivilent to those you might apply .to me, or 
to yourself *. This is a mistake, for these people are just ndt like usj 
they live by a different set of values (the strong shall survive, etc.) 
and should be treated in a different manner. I assume*that you would 
be willing.to kill a rabid dog which came upon you while you were pic- 
nicing, even though you say you are "again" killing as a preventative 
measure. These ho.ods must be thought of in the same .terms s they, live . 
like animals,, act like animals, think like animals and fight like an£L- •• 
malsj it should therefore be no shock that I feel they should be treat
ed like animals. And as such I feel the same way about them as I do a
bout a bear in the forrests as long as he doesn't bother me, I won’t 
botheY' himj but.let this bear harm a human being, and I will do every
thing' in my power to see that Ke is swiftly exterminated. ## This ano- 
logy isn't as clear as I could wish it to be. It implies that I don't 
care what a hood does unless he does it to me. which, of course, is ~ 
not true.-)) . e

In your comments on Bill Conner’s letter (spurious mixture 
of sense and nonsense), you reminded me that this question of inter
racial marriages concerns more races than just the Negro and Caucasian. 
Sometimes I forget that myself. So that when I say that I think inter
racial marriages are unwise because of the social ostracism to which 
the children are subjected, I am refering solely to white-colored mar
riages. While I would hesitate to marry a Negro girl, I would have no 
hesitation in marrying, say, a Japanese girl if I really loved her.The 
difference is that while some members of our society might raise eye
brows, there would be no such social ostracism as that which would be 
encountered if the match were with a colored girl. In each case, it Is 
a question of what is fair to the family as a whole, and^particularly 
to the children.

CARL"'BRANDON Like others, I feel that you editorial could be improv-
213 ERGO AVE. ed vastly by concerning' it with subjects other than 
TRENTON 5, N.J. your problems with Kipple, And if I may agree with Greg

Benford, you do seem to’be filling out a "required" 
amount of space. How much better would it be to find an interesting 
subject to write about and type a few pages. I mean, this editorial at 
hand doesn't really say anything importants only that you were Archer 
Wainwright IV (which I had guessed anyway), that half the issue is let
tercolumn (anyone can figure that out), and that the fanzine review 
column is not present in the issue (which, again, anyone can plainly 
see). (41 trust the editorial thish is ibetter?4) ‘

I read with interest 



the second section of Quotes & Motes (the portion concerned with cen
sorship) which I hadn’t see mentioned in detail elsewhere. However, I 
note that you seem to he under the impression that Boggs had no know
ledge of this incidentj he did, and mentioned it a couple Retrogrades 
ago. But such carping aside, I certainly agree with your viewpoint in 
regard to this matter, although I wouldn't describe the school system 
as "floundering obscenely toward the doorway to disaster." If anything, 
our American public school system has reached and eagerly jumped 
through "the doorway to disaster". As Phil Wylie says, -The schools 
don’t teach a child to think because a thinking child wouldn’t think 
much of school.-

, Such a numerical trap as described by George Gamow is
hard for many minds to grasp, I have found. A variation on this prob
lem is the one I posed for some friends at work about a month ago: 
would they be willing to pay me 1$ a day--doubling it each day--for a 
month? You’d be surprised how many otherwise-brilliant minds immedia
tely answered "Sure!" And yet if I managed to talk someone into such a 
deal, they would owe me (at the end of one month): $5,368,709.12!’.!

DILL CONNER No, I’ve never "wandered within range of temptation
155 W. WATER ST. to test that tritanium constitution?", I find no
CHILLICOTHE, OHIO thing exotic about negroid features. The flattened, 

wide nose; the wide, thick lips; and the short, 
kinkly hair of a negro girl do not appeal to me. Note that I do not 
say that I think negro women are ugly as a group.I merely say that 
they do not appeal to me sexually and esthetically. I can also say the 
same for Chinese girls. .

You should consider just what it.is about 
girls of other races that you find attractive. Do you realize that 
most of the so-called negro girls you see, and at least, I would ven
ture to say, those you find attractive, are really not true negroes at 
all, but are colored people who are partly white? These girls have a 
negro’s dark skin, brown eyes and black hair; but they also may have 
straight, finely-chiseled noses, delicate lips, and long, flowing 
hair.1 If so, it is their Caucasian features which you find so attrac
tive! («(This is true, I suppose, but I think it is also irrelevant to 
this particular discussio-n.4) I can’t believe that there are many 
white teenagers like yourself, who go for negro girls and negro fea
tures more than for white girls. I don’t think you will find "full- 
blooded" females of the negro or Chinese race have much appeal to you 
in comparison with those who are half-white. A half-white girl may ap
peal to you as "exotic"; I can easily believe this, but I can’t be
lieve this in the case of the true negroes or mongolians.

* I believe 
that most white men do not find negro or mongolian features as attrac
tive as white features. Who are you to say that this preference, if 
my opinion does not reflect fact, is caused by conditioning? Do you 
have any scientific evidence to offer? Can you rule out the possibility 
of a natural instinct? (4l never said anything about conditioning be
ing responsible for your preference to white girls. I said that it was 
conditioning which was responsible for your unwillingness to cultivate 
a close friendship with a negro, an attitude which is in evidence in 
this letter (below) as well as the last,4)

As of right now, and for 
some years in the past, I have always thought of negroes, when I got 
to know one well enough, as personalities. And I judge them by this 
individually. But I should have made it clear what I mean by "close



social contact.” This means that I would not want to cultivate a close 
friendship with a negro; although I have had negro friends in the past, 
this friendship was limited by social custom. (4ln other words, no mat
ter how much you may have liked a negro, you allowed this friendship 
to be "limited by’’--you conformed to--social customs* This is the sort 
of conditioning I had in mind; you let the rest of the community do 
your thinking for you...^) I was perfectly willing to let it go at 
that. This was while I was in the Air Force in Amarillo, Texas. In 
Amarillo, social and even public segregation is the rule, and while I 
am not in favor of public segregation, I did not try to act against it 
by asking my negro friend to come along when I went to town. (40ur ba
sic difference; I would have..)) Oh, I would give him a ride to town, 
and then let him go on his way, and I think this was being fair enough, 
under the circumstances. I wouldn’t classify this former negro friend 
of mine as a close friend. I spent many hours listening and discussing 
jazz with him in the barracks. I liked him, I judged him for his per
sonality, not his race, but damnit I didn’t and couldn't forget that 
he was a Negro, or rather colored, and I can see no reason why I should . 
have ignored the fact that he was colored. He had no desire to be an 
Integration Hero, and neither did I. (4And so in taking this passive 
attitude, you actually contributed to a movement (segregation) which 
you claim to be against. In other words, you don’t mind being against 
segregation as long as it doesn’t mean you have to do, anything: -Ah’m 
agin’ it, but don’t tell anybody I *!-)) You jumped to a big cone lusion 
when you assumed that I would not want to have contact with people of 
other races. As I tried to point out, I would not want to be friends ,
with, a negro on a close’, personal level of friendship. Why? Because I 
like to double-date with my close friends, and’also we fix each other 
up with dates, and so forth. I would not want to do this with a negro, 
for reasons I have already given. (4Jeezus, Bill, this isn't a reason; 
it’s simply an excuse, a handy, "pat" answer.4) ,

Now is this being in
credibly prejudiced? What is your definition of "open-minded?" I am 
being narrow-minded if I disagree with you? (4cf course not. But you 
are certainly being narrow-minded if you allow yoursel,f to be governed 
by the standards of the majority, regardless of your own feelings.•)) 
Does having an open mind mean that I, as a fan, should adopt all the 
most popular opinions in fandom, and thus conform to o-ur minority? 
(4Wow! Where did I give you this impression? My last statement on page 
19 of Kipple #4 was intended only to show my astonishment that a fan 
could feel this way, sirice I had never run across one (short of GMC or 
Wetzel); I didn’t say that because you were a fan you had no right to 
hold that attitude. ## As far as "conforming to our minority" goes; 
hell, you have already proven that you have conformed to the mundane 
(i.e., majority) opinion, although you personally are against it...-)) 
Are you so,sure that you are immune to social conditioning? After all, 
there is a. y?st amount of integration propaganda being thrown at you 
in the press, radio and tv, and the movies these days. I wonder if you 
are being conditioned to accept integration? (^Hardly. I can't prove 
this, of course, and I'm sure it's going to sound exceptionally ego
tistical, but my mind is beyond the point where it can be conditioned 
against (or for) anything. There are only two types of people who 
can be successfully "conditioned": (1) children; and (2) the vast num
ber of Melvins, the average men (and women). I have been told that my 
mentality is above that of a child (do you disagree?) and I am sure 
that my mind is superior to the great mass of ignorant public.-))

Donaho: Apparently Bill does not believe in love between man arid wo
man. Perhaps, if this is the case, it is because Bill is incapable of



feeling this emotion. If so, I feel for him, for love is the greatest 
kick of all. Many people believe that love increases the pleasure of 
sex to the Nth power over mere sex without love. Some married fellows 
I know look back on their days of adolesence, when they had attitudes 
toward sex similar to that of Donaho, with the knowledge that they 
were quite immature and silly for conforming to the pressure of the 
group to be one of the boys and go around bragging about their largely 
fictional conquests of the opposite sex. These men now realize that 
sex is more than just an animalistic, biological kick. For a purely 
selfish reason, one has more to gain from a highly emotional feeling 
of love for a woman than from a mere (<(?!•)) biological feeling of sex
ual need; most psychologists agree that sex is largely dependent upon 
the mind, and the more madly in love one is with a woman, the better 
the sex.relation. In fact, most psychologists agree that in an average 
marriage, where the man and wife are fairly well adjusted to one an
other, physical love gets better as the partners get better acquainted 
with one another over the years. I think that Donaho, and you Ted, 
should study the philosophy of ethics; then maybe you would see that 
there was a damn good reason for the Christian code of morals, in which 
a man and woman are held responsible for their children’s upbringing. 
After all, no child asked to be born; the parents have a responsibility 
to look after the product of their mutual pleasure. Really, if one 
can appreciate the emotion of love, the Christian ethical code is no 
thorn in one’s side. .

.. Donaho is one of the sick people himself if he is
all for teenage sex clubs. (4Bill never said that, of course, but that 
will be the only comment I’ll make on this section of your letter. I’m 
sure Donaho is capable of defending himself...-)) Yeah, the boys would 
naturally act as though they were overjoyed at being asked to join a 
sex club; outwardly, that is. I feel that most of them would feelex- , 
treme inner distress sooner or later if they did take part in sex or
gies, unless they are too mentally retarded to feel bad about it. I am 
sure that most of the boys would feel nothing but contempt for the 
girls, and this alone indicates that there is something wrong and that 
they feel bad about it. Sooner or later, almost everyone who indulges 
in it, unless they are really insensitive and mentally retarded, find 
that sex without love is a hollow thing without complete satisfaction.’ 
Then too, how about this Donahos do you want lots of other guys, when 
and if you get married, to be able to say, "Donaho's wife is damn good 
stuff; I used to stick her myself,"?!!

BETTY KUJAWA ’.... To that list of the ways in which insects can har- 
2819 CAROLINE ass man, may I add another? How about swarming in
SOUTH BEND 14, IND. sects that can and have clustered under the wheels 

of autos or trains or streetcars thereby immobli- 
zing them? Or bees and such whipping in your car and into your eye 
while driving? (4These things occur, of course, albeit not frequently. 
I think perhaps this kind of distraction could be considered under the 
’’insects that inflict physical pain" category.-))

Juvenile delinquencys 
in my day (I got out of high school in 1941) we pulled many stunts 
that would be considered ’ JD ’ today. Not destructive stuff, but pranks 
and 'bumper-tag* and a bit of watermelon stealing now and again. Of 
course then--in regard to ’bumper-tag'--the cars weren't as powerful, 
congestion and heavy traffic was almost nil, and the local streets 
were in much better condition. But we did do things that would look 
mighty bad, written up in today's papers.



I always enjoy, and appreciate anything like “The Top Shelf". Recently 
on our vacation T', too, read Psycho and' enjoyed it muchly. Like you I 
am eager to see the film now--it’s coming tp the driye-ins next week. 
While away,. I read that new book (and handy guide for hostesses) The 
History of Orgies-“the author is in favor of them for theraputic val
ues, letting off steam, etc. There were-.some fine fannish types down 

/.through the ages! Also recently got a copy of When the Ki.ss.lnq Had To
Stop and have read into the first chapters. This is a british novel 
just released over here which concerns England some years hence when 
the Anti-Bomb party wins the election and boots out we yankees and our 

„.,§pmbs and.bases. A chilling a bitter satire on how Russia romps right 
.jin,a^d takes over through their stooges in the party. This should irk 

some types in fandom--! liked the premise myself. .
. ' On Sammy Davis* the

.studio' now says in the papers that Miss Britt is not to be dropped--or 
at.least that’s the latest as of last week. As George Spencer says, 
much o,f the reaction is due to Sammy’s physical unattractiveness., I 
heard nary a howl or complaint when Harry Belafonte wed a white gal 
(except- maybe a murmer of envy from other white female fans). But Sam
my is no Adonis with a beautiful head and profile.

• I found myself fil
led with fury and anger while reading Bill Conner’s letter. Holding 
tight to my emotions (and my prejudice against race-prejudiced people) 
I will second your remarks that Bill’s feelings are the result of ear
lier conditioning. I could go on for five more pages retorting to his 
letter, but you did it better than I could, so put me down as one a- 
grSeir>g with yoUr replies.

GREG BEN-FORB All this talk of promiscuity seems rather strange, 
204 FOREMAN AVE. since people seem to believe that the word means any- 
NORMAN, -OKLAHOMA thing they care to define. Instead of assigning all 

these other meanings to the word, let’s say we are 
speaking of sexual relations which are shared freely, and then assign . 
what we.think are the reasons for this action. Walter Breen’s conclu
sion that such action necessarily involves a non-caring attitude to
ward the partners involved is perhaps correct, but I believe it is pos
sible to go from one to another, while feeling genuine involvement, and. 
still be promiscuous.

As to the rumble, I would more or less agree 
with you that the killing of these hoods would have been easily jus
tifiable. Indeed, I believe that murder is sometimes necessary to the > 
social good, and apparently so does the state of California. (Of 
course, other states do too.) I have never exactly understood why so
ciety believes it is fully justified in killing to safeguard itself »
and its institutions, while an individual doing the same (for the good 
of society, not for the good of himself alone) cannot be excused on 
the same grounds. (40ne of the major problems here, of course, is the 
question of how one would prove he killed for the good of society and 
not for his own. If a thug should attack you on the street and start 
to attack you with a knife, and you killed him, how would you go about 
proving that this act was only for the good of society? The opposite 
could just as easily be suspected* that you killed him for a purely 
selfish reason.^) By the way, there is a certain type of automatic gas 
gun which has an effective range of about 10 feet which easily handles 
such situations. It is possible to blind attackers for a 24-hour peri
od, or at least incapacitate them for -?i--hour. The device should be 
readily obtainable in New York. Next time simply gas them down and 



leave* this would humiliate them and perhaps net have as bad an effect 
as giving in to them.

Bill Conner’s attitudes on the negro race seem 
somewhat strange. I see no reason why inter-marriage should be "immor
al", and since it is (in general) socially instituted that this ac
tion is "bad", the whole thing is simply a matter of whether or not 
you’re going to allow people to do what they want to, as long as it 
harms no one else. After all, doesn't self-righteous indignation seem 
a little silly when the matter does not affect you in the least? Are 
you. somehow satisfying your Moral Sensitivities by making social out
casts of persons who intermarry, or are children of these people. Of 
course, you can say that you are showing your disapproval of this ac- 

9 tion, but what right have you to judge? Do you really know these peo
ple that well? (This is all generic, of course.) What’s more, although 
you may feel that you have a right to fight for what you believe, you 

» have no right to intimidate people into doing what you want them to do. 
Making outcasts surely serves as an example to other people not to fol
low their lead. I have never believed that society has the right to in> 
pose its morality or religion on anyone in the society, unless member
ship in it is expressly given by adoption of these creeds?

• . This whole
thing reminds me of Standard Arguement #104,. used around here against 
integration* "If you let 'em go to school together, first.thing you 
know they'll be gettin' married to each other!" They assume some Cosmic 
Reason why negroes are below the standard set by.. the white race, but 
think this will not be apparent to their children ("they won't know 
any better") and therefore will lead them down the road to wickedness 
and loose morality and "mongrel racism" I suppose. ' ... .

• George Spencer’s,
opinion that interracial marriages are unwise because of social ostra
cism is correct, but if we are going to have a more liberal society, 
and one, in which individual rights are not thrown over for popular 
morality, .someone must intermarry (if they want to,; of. course ). Th® 
first- steps will be the hardest, but they are worth taking. I dislike, 
as Bertrand Russell, said, a morality which sees more evil in a viola
tion of a creed which affects no one except the violator, than in an 
unkind act., ;

* I do agree with Conner, however, about endangering the 
freedom of the nation. The only solution to the race problem is to ’ 
rear ofir children without giving them our prejudices, for people will 
not be forced into social contact with others whom they do not like. 
Operate on the cause, not the effect. (-(You’re right, of course. I am 
all in favor of integration, but the way in which this is being brot 
about is a poor one, and there are certainly many better ways. After 
all, people are not forced to but television-advertised products...-))

I wonder how many K^pple readers would agree that the best philosophy 
is that derived from what we can know, not what we would like to be
lieve, and the best method of knowing is logic, not the emotions. (4l» 
for one, agree completely, though I had never given the matter much 
though before. I would like to emphasize "can know", though, which is 
the most important part of your statement.TT

KEN HEDBERG Any number above a trillion is looked upon with awe
ROUTE 1, BOX 1185 by most people. I had a terrible time as a kid try- 
FLORIN, CALIF. ing to find out what came after a trillion. For the 

edification of those who read One, Two, Three... In-



finity, I might show what I learned^ 1,000,000,-000,000,ODD is one . 
quadrillion and follows one trillion. Then comes quintillion, sexdecil- 
lion, septillion, octillion, novedecillion, and decillion. The number 
given in the story you quoted should be as followss 18 quintillion, 
446 quadrillion, 744 trillion, 073 billion, 709 million, 551 thousand, 
615. . ,

I agree with you whole-heartedly as re the stupidity of censor
ship in any form. It is a pitiful relic of the Middle Ages, along with 
many of our honored traditions. I read The Catcher in the Rye before 
I read Kipple. I didn’t care for the book; I felt Salinger didn't a
chieve his goal. However, I found nothing objectionable in the book to 
cause it to be banned. There were some four-letter words, but if a per
son is too shallow to look beyond four-letter words, he has no business > 
reading anything but bathroom walls. . .

ROY TACKETT The incidence of juvenile delinquency certainly .
412 ELDERBERRY DR. seems to be rising, especially in the larger cities. 
LAUREL BAY, S. C. It appears that jd in the smaller communities is 

more of the hell-raising variety and lacks, for the 
most part, the viciousness evident in the cities. The causes and pro
posed solutions are equally numerous. The contributing factor is that 
the teenagers, like all young animals, feel the stirrings of maturity 
and must show off their muscles and challenge the leaders of the herd, 
so to speak. .

Each community tries to handle the problem its own way 
with varying degrees of success. New York appears to be trying to han
dle the whole mess as a social problem (which it is in part) and at
tempting trick-cyclist treatment; but that city seems to be faced with 
a spectacular lack of success. One of the most successful, though not 
widely subscribed to, solutions seems to be toughness on the part of 
the city authorities. (4Like all animals, juvenile hoodlums respect 
brute strength; it is therefore an effective weapon touse against 
them.<}) Sari Francisco experienced a wave of juvenile viciousness in 
the early 50s, but when the law got tough things quieted down. In the 
middle 50s, Denver had a rash of muggings, assaults, and what have you 
in a sudden upswing of jd. The police got word to shoot first and ask 
questions later, and things suddenly became extremely quiet in Denver. 

Of’ccurse, it will be argued that this is merely suppression and not a 
solution to the problem. But if, with measures such as these, the in
cidence of crime drops, then isn't that a solution? I have never held > 
with the idea that jds are poor misguided youths who are the products 
of environment and broken homes and that all they need is understand
ing. I will go along with a bit of hell-raising, but when it turns to ?
viciousness it needs to be stepped on and fast.

Smoking? I’ll get on 
the side of the fence with the smokers. I started in my teens,un
doubtedly because it made me feel older. And there was a certain a
mount of egoboo in the comments it caused. As Ryan points out, smoking 
is one outlet for tension. I found during the war that a cigarette 
helped me take the edge off things when it got particular nasty and al
so helped materially during the let-down when the action was over. It 
would be difficult for me to give it up now. I tried once on a doctor s 
advice and found it almost impossible. I could do pretty well until 
mealtime but after I ate I had to have a smoke. I have cut down on my 
cigarettes and mostly smoke a pipe now, and I suppose I could give it 
up if it was absolutely necessary to do so, but I can see no reason



to do so. Incidentally, have you noticed that during a dlse««sion a 
smoker can seldom be tripped up by an unexpected or trick question. He 
can gain enough time by pausing to light up to think the question over 
and formulate his reply.

I

*

croggled at the banning of '.'Brave 
2160 SYLVAN RD. New World" and "1984", and I imagine Boggs will 
SPRINGFIELD, ILL. double-croggle. I agree completely that the woman m 

question is something of a stupid prude, but I d , 
place the blame for the banning on the school authorities, since,.as . 
you say, the books hadn’t been read first. Naturally, "scanning is 
only ooing to reveal the ‘worst of a book, like references to sex and 
such that the censor is no doubt looking for. He’ll find these.-, of 
course, and fail to note the artistic value of the -boolc as a whole.

VIC RYAN On censorship: I

I 
b

it probably wouldn't have made'much difference whether or not .the-Di
rector had read "Brave New World"—he almost cer tainly -would.have ban
ned it anyway. It describes in some detail the new type.of birth which 
is the accepted method during the period. the book chronic les —this 
would probably be looked upon with the same open-mindedness that char
acterized, the parents of Scopes* students, during the Darwin control 
versy. Orwell’s 1984, on the • other-hand., relies on escape from regimen? 
tation, especially through sexual relations, arid is therefore un- , 
healthy",although somewhat true to lifei "Of Oourse, realistic.literary 
works are all objectionable—high- school students' are supposed to learn 
these things on their own. ! ' . "

The demand for banned books is one of the 
biqnest farces today; some publishers.are always willing to risk a 
lawsuit to give the eager public a banned book. For instance, a Junior 
High School teacher, Miss Powell, advised her class.nfrt to read eY“_ • 
ton Place", since it was "the fi Ithie st ...thing (she 'had ) ever, read .The- 
next day, a good 80% of her students; male and,, female alike, came to 
class with copies of that book, all on her not-recommendation. Natur-. 
ally, some of these antics were-merely rebellious; but the element of .. 
curiosity existed too. . ■ ■- t' , , ?

I know Catholics, top (such as the 17 year-old. 
girl next door), who go out of theifr way to see movies receiving the 
condemnation of the Legion of Decency; these movies, since declared 
likely to destroy Catholic morals (4Well,.they serve • some purpose. ,.«N. 
are therefore assumed to be more "interesting1,. . -

, If nicotine is effec- . 
tive, as Breen says, what about the-c^feine in coffee? Look at the 
symptoms: the drinker becomes"addicted" so that he feels that he must 
have coffee whenever offered. Many people are sick to their stomac s 
if they don’t get their morning coffee. (The woman living m the house 
behind us was laid up all day because she skipped her coffee—h.ad to 
have the doctor in, even.) (4ln the winter, I usually drink about four 
cups of coffee per day, though when I attended fan gatherings at the 
house-trailer of Marian Oaks (Cox), I often drank seven cups or so in 
a few hours-. Coffee,! think, is a great regenerative—at the Disciave 
this year copious quantities of this liquid was about the only tnmg 
that kept me on my feet for 36 hours.-)) . . . ■

I personally have no objection 
to Rock and Roll, not even to the monotonous beat, some of which is 
downright clever; my objections are to the "gimmicks" which tne R&K of 
recent times has had (must have had) to sell-chipmunks, or echo cham
bers, or multiple recordings, sticks being rattled on fences, or ele-

J .1 \



pharits being scrubbed.

AND I ALSO HEARD FROM*
Steve SchuIthei s writes a short 
note and encloses a subscription 
to Kipple, which he claims is a 
bargain at the price. Modestly, I 
agree... Hal Shapiro still insists 
on commenting one issue too late-- 
his'letter’on number three arrived 
two days after number four was 
mailed out. At any rate, he seems 
to have mellowed since he last 
wrote--no complaints. Phy11is H. 
Economou writes a short card which 
says, mostly, that she enjoyed Kip
ple. Lvnn Hickman says the same 
thing in nearly the same words, al
though it takes him longer. Lynn 
also reports that the Jd-Arga ssy 
annish will finally be coming out. 
Donald Franson, who really does 
look like S, Z. Zachall, subscribes, 
pays Kipple a few short compliments, 
and reports that he is just recov
ering from a spell of fafia. Inci- 
dently, Don, you missed ’appreciate* 
on page three. Redd' Boggs fills a 
postcard with type mostly in re
sponse to my querie in re some Wes
tern-type paperbacks, but also 
finds space to say that that he 
"loved (my) squib on censorship in 
Miami where fuggheadism, apparent
ly, has reached a new high, Pong's 
sf movie scenario, and all the rest 
of it..." Len Moffat writes a two
page letter which I really wanted 
to print, but which, along with the 
next three, got squeezed out. To 
answer a question, Len, the Tucker 
article is new, written originally 
for Playboy and never before print
ed, Walter Breen was also squeezed 
out, but I hope this doesn't dis
courage him. Dick Bergeron observes 
that even the most trivial subjects 
are written in a careful manner in 
Kipple. My egoboo cup runeth over. 
This letter will almost definately 
be printed next time, probably ac
companied by others* Craig Cochran 
wrote in re the R&R controversy, 
but I answered his letter by return 
mail.

FROID
TED PAULS
1448 MERIDENE DRIVE 
BALTIMORE 12, MARYLAND 
U.S.A.
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Dick Bergeron 
110 Bank Street 
New York 14, New York

printed matter only
may be opened for inspection 
return postage guaranteed

Thank you and write again!
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